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AEC CADIUM 2018 

AEC CADIUM is a very useful product when you automate your scripting or make changes to 
your drawing stamps. There is no need to have a CAD software installed at your computer, 
to be able to edit the attributes in your drawings! 

AEC CADIUM 2018 provides the following new features: 
 

  AutoCAD 2018 Drawing Format 
AEC CADIUM 2018 supports stamp changes in the new AutoCAD 2018 Drawing 
Format. 
 

  Export to AEC PLUS INFRA 
Export your open documents from AEC CADIUM to AEC PLUS INFRA. 
 

 
 
 

  International Script Templates 
All script templates have been updated with commands using underscore (_), in order 
to support localised AutoCAD versions. As well they use period (.) to run internal 
commands and ignore possibly redefined or undefined commands. 
 

 
 
 

  Script Templates updated with LISP 
A large number of template scripts have been updated to cycle all layouts and finally 
restore the original layout. Since AutoCAD LT and some other CAD software do not 
support LISP, there is a corresponding LT script available.  
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  Updated Layer Wizard 
The Layer Wizard has been updated to use explicit command line options. 
 

 
 

  New and updated Script Templates 
In order to simplify the selection of a script template, a number of new categories 
have been introduced. 
 
General Templates 
Select Objects at Layer Selects all objects at the specified layer. This template 
could be used as a base for your own scripts. 
Text and Linework 
Overkill Deletes overlapping multiple objects by using the OVERKILL command. 
Blocks 
Explode Threefold Explodes all objects threefold and restores the original layout. 
Explode Threefold LT Changes to Model tab and explodes all objects threefold. 
Replace Block Replaces a block, synchronises the attributes and restores the 
original layout. 
Replace Block LT Changes to Model tab, replaces a block and synchronises the 
attributes. 
Coordinate Systems 
Change Base Point Changes base point to 0,0,0. 
Set View Direction to Top Sets the view direction exactly to Top and restores 
the original layout. 
Set View Direction to Top LT Changes to Model tab and sets the view direction 
exactly to Top. 
Change to UCS World Changes coordinate system to UCS World and restores 
the original layout. 
Change to UCS World LT Changes to Model tab and changes coordinate 
system to UCS World. 
Xrefs 
Make Xrefs Absolute Changes all xrefs to use absolute path. 
Make Xrefs Relative Changes all xrefs to use relative path. 
Redirect Paths Redirects inaccurate paths, i.e. when servers have replaced. 
Layer Management 
Set Current Layer Sets current CAD layer in the drawings. 
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Maintenance 
Zoom Zooms all layouts to their extents and restores the original layout. 
Zoom LT Zooms current layout to its extents. 
Change Units Changed to take care of drawings that already uses correct units. 
Change Properties Changes properties of objects at specified layer. 
Plot 
Rename Layout Renames layouts by using the drawing name. 
Rename Layout LT Renames layouts to a specified name. 
Plot all Layouts The script is updated with examples of how to plot to absolute or 
relative folders, as well as different options for naming. 
Plot all Mixed Layouts Plots all layouts named by layout or drawing name. 
Export 
eTransmit The script is now considering which AutoCAD version is used. 
Export to UCS World Exports drawings with current UCS as UCS World. 
Export to IFC Exports all objects to an IFC file. 
Export to NWC Exports all objects to an NWC file. 
Logs 
Log System Variables Specifies all system variables in a log file. 
Log Commands Specifies all commands in a log file. 
Log ARX Files Specifies all ARX files in a log file. 
Log Maintenance Specifies which objects could be purged in a log file. 
MagiCAD 
Explode MagiCAD HVAC and P Explodes MagiCAD HVAC and P objects by 
using the MagiCAD command EXPLODEVNS. 
Change View Mode Changes view mode by using the MagiCAD command 
CHANGEVIEWMODE. 
MagiCAD Maintenance Purges drawings by using the MagiCAD command 
MAGIUCLEAN and the AutoCAD command PURGE. 
 

 


